Apocalypse with a Side of Grilled Spam - Season One (The Strangelets
Series)

Soldiers, scientists, and rednecks take on
biomechanical aliens in a fight to take back
a post-apocalyptic America when Amazon
Bestselling author Michael Angel presents
a brand sci-fi serial: The Strangelets
Series.After the original short story spent
24+ months on Amazons Top 100 Lists,
Strangelets with a Side of Grilled Spam:
Season One takes us through the entire
post-apocalyptic saga.The search for the
mysterious subatomic particle called the
strangelet has led to the destruction of the
world as we know it. A supercollider
accident cracks open thousand-mile rifts in
space-time and unleashes a massive
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) that burns out
electronics across the Earth. Millions of
biomechanical aliens cross the gap between
worlds and begin a massive attack.Later,
survivors would call the aliens steelies and
the event Day Zero.
Lieutenant
MacWilliams and Private Graves survive
the initial invasion wave that hits at Fort
Bragg, North Carolina. MacWilliams
commanding officer orders him to evade
the enemy and protect physics Professor
Norbett. The three men cross a shattered
America in a souped-up Humvee while
rallying what survivors remain with their
daily radio reports.Three years go by until
the group gets their first ray of hope.
MacWilliams comes across something that
could turn the tide at a refugee settlement
set inside the Kansas Big Box Mart outlet
store. It falls to him and his crew to get the
word out across a land choked with
post-apocalyptic wreckage and teeming
with deadly alien monsters.They face a
journey full of steelie hunter-killers,
vision-shrouding
sand
storms,
and
nightmare plains turned to radioactive slag
by nuclear fallout.And at the end looms
their final confrontation with a horde of
aliens set to wipe out whats left of the
human species! Reviews for the Strangelets
Series.Edgy and entertaining! - Kevin J.
Anderson, New York Times Bestselling
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Author ofThe Saga of Seven Suns...A
slam-bang science fiction story! - Dean
Wesley Smith, USA Today Bestselling
Author***This 110,000 word novel
contains all four Episodes of the
Strangelets Series. It also includes preview
chapters of Michael Angels bestselling
fantasy novel, The Detective & The
Unicorn. ***WARNING: This book
contains multiple scenes with violence and
gore. It also contains a limited amount of
bad
language
and
some
adult
situations.Some readers may find this type
of content offensive; please allow for this
before purchasing.
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